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As the sun sets on 2018, the       

devotees of Shri Surya Narayan Mandir      
celebrated 25 years of bhakti, seva, and       
friendship with a beautiful dinner at The       
Sterling in Bethpage, NY. After a year FULL        
of celebrations for our 25th anniversary,      
devotees were able to dress their best,       
unwind, enjoy dinner, and even be      
entertained in recognition of their hard      
work and dedication throughout SSNM’s     
rich history. 

 
The first half of the show was hosted        

by two of SSNM’s handsome young men,       
Dhanesh Binda and Vikash Tewari. As      
always, the event began with Deep      
Prajwalan, the auspicious lighting of the      
diya by Guruji Pandit Ram Hardowar, the       
spiritual leader and acharya of SSNM, along       

with his radiant wife, Guruma Radha      
Hardowar. Following this, the Ganesha     
Atharvshirsha was chanted by the priests of       
SSNM as well as the Pandits in Training,        

which included: Archarya Pt. Ram     
Hardowar, President Pt. Manuj Prasad,     
Organizing Secretary Pt. Ishwar Tewari, Vice      
President Pt. Vishal Hardowar, Assistant     
Organizing Pt. Sanjay Ramkissoon, Nitesh     
Prasad, and Ravi, Jagdesh, and Ranveer      
Ram. After opening prayers, Gowrie     
Ramkissoon very appropriately followed    
with her performance of an invocational      
dance honoring the devatas. With such a       
wholesome and uplifting beginning, the     
show was ready to start. 

 



Pandit Manuj Prasad, SSNM’s    
President, gave an enlightening speech in      
which he reflected on the progress of our        
Mandir and the new heights that he knows        
we will reach in the near future. The        
audience met this speech with both      
nostalgia and high hopes for things to       
come. The Junior Youths of Shri Surya       
Narayan Mandir then treated us to a very        
special item, in which they sang “Tere Mast        
Mast Do Nain” from Dabangg, under the       
coordination of one of SSNM’s very own       
mothers and kirtan coordinators, Prarthana     
Ramkissoon. The participants included:    
Naya and Riya Mahabhir, Gowrie     
Ramkissoon, Ranveer, Ravi, and Jagdesh     
Ram, Shanti Achaibar, Ganesh and Taresh      
Dayal, Karishma Singh, and Aditya and      
Avinash Singh. Following this riveting item,      
appetizers, including Pakoras, Samosas,    
Chilli Paneer, and a Manchurian Vegetable      
dish, were served, but the crowd was       
hungry for more talent. 

Sharmili 
Prasad, a radiant   
and beautiful  
young lady of   
SSNM, treated us   
to a surprise   
medley, which  
included the  
songs “Tujh Mein   
Rab Dikhta Hai”   
and “Bole  
Chudiyan.” As  
one looked  
around the room   
during the item,   
you could see   
everyone 
clapping with the beat, and even some       
aunties dancing in their seats. Following      
Sharmili came an item “with a twist” by Ravi         

Bisram 
accompanied 
by his  
younger 
brother 
Avinash 
Bisram. The  
item started  
off relatively  
mellow but  
quickly 
exploded with  
energy as the   
brother-duo 
performed 
“Om Shanti  
Om” from the   
original film  

Karz (1980),  
with an  

interactive dance routine. Jaws dropped,     
and the audience roared as the brother-duo       
not only sang with a vibrant energy, but        
also showed off their bold dance moves.  



Next on the program was a talk by        
Pandit Dr. Sanjay Ramkissoon, an     
electrophysiologist by profession and the     
Assistant Organizing Secretary of SSNM. He      
educated us on the rich history of the        
Mandir, explaining its humble beginnings in      
the early 20th century, when a Sadhu visited        
Crabwood Creek, Guyana in search of a       
place of worship. He also briefly recapped       
the successful leadership of Dharamacharya     
Pandit Hardowar Panday along with his      
wife, Guruma Kowsilla Hardowar. He ended      
by shedding light on the transition from Pt.        
Hardowar Panday to our current leaders,      
Guruji Ram Hardowar and Guruma Radha      
Hardowar, and highlighted their    
achievements, which include their impactful     
contribution to the Indo-Caribbean    
community, advocacy for Sanatan Dharma,     
and strong support for the youths in our        
community.  

 
After a brief break, Pt. Ishwar Tewari       

introduced the next two MCs, the very       
accomplished and beautiful Jaya Hariprasad     
and Hema Devi Hansraj. They segued into       
the next item, a speech by the General        
Secretary of SSNM, Mahindra Bisram,     
known in mandir as “Uncle Rohan.” Rohanji       
educated us on the legacy of our current        
leader Guruji Ram Hardowar. He mentioned      

all of the inroads our Acharya has made        
since leading Shri Surya Narayan Mandir,      
including the tutoring programs for     
elementary and high school students, the      

4-year Surya Veer Sang classes, and the       
Surya Narayan Seva Outreach Sang (SNSOS)      
among many other initiatives. With Guruji      
Pandit Ram recently being named President      
of the Federation of Hindu Mandirs, Rohanji       
commented about his excitement knowing     
our Acharya is always brainstorming more      
plans and programs for the community.  
 

Following the General Secretary’s    
speech, Amisha Tewari, another bright and      

beautiful young lady of our mandir, treated       
us to a scintillating item, where she sang a         



medley of “Mohe Rang Do Laal” from       
Bajirao Mastani, and “Chura Liya Hai Tumne       
Jo Dil Ko” from Yaadon Ki Baaraat. The        
energy in the room was transformed as the        
elder-generation reminisced. Every note    
was hit with perfect pitch as all eyes were         
transfixed on Amisha. The talent continued      
to flow as heartthrob Mahesh Persaud      

touched hearts with his velvety, melodious      
voice as he performed his rendition of “O        
Re Piya” from the movie Aaja Nachle. Chills        
were felt as his voice mesmerized everyone       
in the crowd. Following Mahesh was one of        
the most gifted keyboardist at SSNM, Reta       
Singh, who sung a medley consisting of       
Rakesh Yankaran’s version of “Aa Laut Ke       

Aaja Mere Meet”, Adesh Samaroo’s “Rajin      
Jeem Jeem Jhoom”, and Ramdeo Chaitoe’s      

“Bhoel Biesar Mati Jaanaa.” As she      
performed her take on these songs,      
everyone smiled, clapped, and sung along      
with Reta.  
 

Finally to end the musical portion of       
the show, Bahenji Prathna Ramkissoon,     
who facilitated the Junior Group’s song,      
performed “Chaap Tilak” in Raag Kalayan.      

Her exquisite voice echoed throughout the      
hall as everyone listened attentively to her       
words as they wafted around the audience.       
To top it off, the audience was treated to an          

electrifying and graceful dance by the      



stunning duo, Areeka Tiwari and Aneela      
Prasad. The two are trained in      
Bharatanatyam and have been dancing     
together for the past 16 years. Areeka and        
Aneela danced a mix of Nandlala from Ram        
Ratan Albela Sajan from Bajirao Mastani,      
sending rhythmic reverberations through    
everyone in the audience.  

 
With the end of all of the items,        

Guruji Ram and Guruma Radha Hardowar,      
introduced as SSNM’s “Power Couple,”     
came forward to thank their devotees,      
especially the youths for 25 years of seva to         
Shri Surya Narayan Mandir. Guruji called      
forth a long-time devotee of the mandir,       
Bhai Harry Goberdhan, a former accountant      
and now attorney. Mr. Goberdhan     
recounted his years at SSNM and stated       

how he continues to be amazed by all of the          
accomplishments of Guruji and Guruma. He      
also reminded everyone that SSNM would      
not be alive and prospering without the       
devotion of all attendees. Mr. Goberdhan      
described how Mandirs go through tough      
times and some rarely make it to five or ten          
years while SSNM has overcome many      
obstacles and made it to 25 years. Guruji        
then asked Dr. Parmeshwar Mahabir, his      
Primary Care Doctor and a prominent      
member of the Indo-Caribbean community,     

to say a few words. Dr. Mahabir endearingly        
showed his utmost appreciation towards     
Guruji for imparting Sanatan Dharma to his       
family as well as to Guruma for being a role          
model for his wife and daughters. But as a         
final surprise item, Payal and Kinnar Seen,       
both of whom teach many youths at SSNM        
to sing, decided to forgo a speech and sing a          
beautiful ghazal, entitled “Tum Ko Dekha To       
Yeh Khayal Aaya,” originally sung by Jagjit       
Singh and Chitra Singh. The audience was       
absolutely captivated as these musical     
geniuses graced the stage and illuminated      
Bethpage with their nectar-like voices.  

 

Following their performance, Guruji    
and Guruma opened up the dinner buffet to        
the attendees. Delicious dinner included     
Dhal Tarka, Paneer Pasanda, Mattar Aloo      



Gobi, Palak aur Paneer ke Kofte, Vegetable       
Biryani, and Naan. The dessert table was       
filled with assorted cookies and Rasmalai.      
Needless to say, everyone in attendance ate       
well. The night finished off with a packed        
dance floor as the aunties, uncles and       
youths eagerly showed off dance moves      
spanning many generations, as love,     
happiness and laughter tenderly filled the      
air.  

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 


